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Report from Bonn

hyRainer Apel

Pop-front tactics and black propaganda
Communists and opponents o/united Germany see their chance
to make a comeback in the eastern economic depression.

ous urban areas. The "committee" is
an attempt to employ classic popular

front tactics to rally other political cur
rents behind thb PDS.

On paper, the potential is there:

Polls show that opposition to Bonn is

S ocialism is alive in the minds of

catalyst for a "broad protest move

the decision in :late April of 63 eastern

throughout Gennany that would be a

East bloc. They harbor the idea that

ment of citizens" against Bonn, said

the economic depression in the West

may offer a second chance for a return

the time was favorable because "pub

lic discontent" with Chancellor Hel

to power.

mut Kohl's economic policy in the
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"real mouthpiece" was needed to in
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litical backing: In the case of the fonner
East Gennan communists of the SED
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fonner communists who survived the

collapse of the regimes in the fonner

growing in all
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Indeed, labor discontent is build
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q developments such as
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seen, though, whether the fonner
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Jewish Congress, the Anti-Defamation

trial capacity and labor force have
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ports launched a strike earlier this year

Gregor Gysi, the chainnan of the
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has been meeting political leaders of
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PDS, the successor party to the SED,
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Bonn sentiment, as the memory of the

into economic and political collapse
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tion, when it said: "In the Federal Re

public of Gennany and beyond that
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July 19 announced plans for an "au

throughout Eurppe, fears of the Europe

On July 11, Gysi and other party

a rally of workers from 250-300 east

because the unification of Gennany is
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to Moscow, London, and Jerusalem.
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officials of the SED (now members of
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a so-called Committee for Justice.

Several hundred labor leaders in the

included leading exponents of the
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the PDS) announced the fonnation of

The list of 69 signers of the pamphlet
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British press, but the fact that the PDS
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made it an important issue leads us
back to the tal�s between the SED and
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World Jewish Congress, in the 1980s,
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but with the fonner communists who,
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card-carrying members. In the most

pects of joint Steps to block or at least

would-be Martin Luther of today and
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Gennany. The PDS ranks third in

and even beyond the fall of the Berlin
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